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Who We Are 

NHD Real Estate is the leading real estate in 

Dubai, we are a bunch of professionals  with 

years of knowledge in Real Estate, we manage, 

build, sell, re-sale and rent the properties for our 

customers, and the best advice and research are 

our forte. The team is multi-lingual and man-

aged professionally. Customers can expect the 

utmost care, secrecy, and reliability from us. We 

work on 4 principles – Knowledge, Value, Re-

search, and Returns, these we call our guiding 

principles. NHD Real Estate takes up end-to-end 

solutions when it comes to Real Estate which 

starts from Land Sales to Building your own, eq-

uity release and managing the asset. Whatever 

is your need we have a solution.

What We Do

Our comprehensive range of services tailored 

to meet the diverse needs of our clients. From 

property sales and leasing to property manage-

ment and investment advisory, 

we offer a one-stop solution for all real estate 

requirements. With a focus on professionalism, 

transparency, and exceptional customer service, 

we strive to exceed expectations and provide a 

seamless experience throughout the real estate 

journey.

Sales - NHD Real Estate is managed by set of 

professional from the industry, we focus on world 

class projects which holds the value in all uncer-

tain times, we add value to your investments by 

our unified return oriented approch.

Leasing - We have our full fleged rental team 

who focus on renting your property in the min-

imum time possible, increasing ROI we do care 

about you post sales.

Interior Design - We manage, we build our own 

projects, if you have an idea, we cares to your 

needs also, you can choose what to build and we 

will execute on your behalf whether you want to 

build a villa/building or a hotel we do it all.

Discover more about us

About Us.
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Buying.

Our curated collection of properties offer city living 

at its  finest, from apartments to townhouses and 

villas across the UAE. As titanium partner of Emaar, 

we bring the latest off-plan developments to

market to secure you a home that meets all of your

criteria.

Selling.

Move on with us - we market your property in the

best light and connect you to active buyers from 

around the world to sell at the price that works for 

you.

Renting.

Let us find you properties in the most in-demand, 

unique and central communities for long-term

living without the baggage.

Investing.

As a specialised advisory for Dubai property invest-

ment, our experts identify and qualify opportunities 

to maxiimise income, growth prospects and net re-

turn for investors.
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Commercial.

As trusted commercial real estate partners in

selling, leasing or investing in commercial property, 

we will assign you a dedicated commercial agent 

to give you the inside-track on market news and 

latest trends, and arrange all of the purchase, rental 

or sale details on your behalf.

Project Management.

We sync logic, expertise and effective planning in 

managing initial design, master design and

detailed design, through to execution and delivery.

Property
Management.

We look after small property portfolios for Pre-han-

dover snagging Inspection, Property Listing and

Marketing, Tenant Search & Selection, Tenancy

Contract Management, Asset Preservation and

Financial Management.

Interior Design.

Our designers create inspiring spaces through care-

fully-planned refurbishment to mirror your vision, 

from flexible work-space to dream homes.
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Interior Design.
Welcome to a world of unparalleled elegance and sophistication 

brought to you by NHD Interiors, Dubai’s premier interior design 

firm. With an unwavering commitment to excellence, we trans-

form spaces into timeless masterpieces, captivating the senses 

and inspiring a new way of living. Our design philosophy revolves 

around creating spaces that reflect your individuality and aspira-

tions. From luxurious residences to high-end commercial estab-

lishments, our team of talented designers is dedicated to crafting 

bespoke interiors that transcend trends, blending functionality 

with artistic expression. Collaboration lies at the heart of our ap-

proach. Our team works closely with you, understanding your vi-

sion, preferences, and lifestyle. Through a harmonious blend of 

creativity and expertise, we curate personalized concepts that res-

onate with your soul, leaving an indelible mark on every surface 

we touch. Dedicated to quality craftsmanship, we partner with 

renowned artisans and craftsmen to bring our designs to life. Ev-

ery element is thoughtfully curated, ensuring that the final result 

is a symphony of precision and artistry.

Luxurious Living Redefined: Introducing NHD Interiors
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Build Your Own.
Transforming Spaces, Inspiring Live

Dedicated to quality craftsmanship, we partner with renowned 

artisans and craftsmen to bring our designs to life. Every ele-

ment is thoughtfully curated, ensuring that the final result is a 

symphony of precision and artistry.

Embark on a visual journey through our diverse portfolio 

of residential and commercial projects, each a testament

to our commitment to excellence. From opulent

penthouses with breathtaking views to sophisticated

corporate headquarters, every project reflects our

passion for creating captivating spaces.

Unlock the potential of your space with NHD Interiors.

 Let us reimagine your interiors, redefining luxury

living and creating an ambiance that resonates with

 your essence.

For an exclusive consultation or to explore 

our world of design, contact us today. 

Embrace a life of timeless elegance 

with NHD Interiors, where luxury knows

no bounds.
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Holiday Homes.

Having a short-stay base in Dubai is an ideal alternative to a hotel for both business  and 

leisure travellers. We match your needs to a range of accommodation perfectly with ease.

Relocation.

Our support system overcomes the challenges of relocating for expats looking to move 

to Dubai coordinating remote house hunts, pet relocation and international contents 

shipments.

Mortgages.

We build tailor-made solutions for mortgage or remortgage requirements of residential 

and commercial properties from fast-track approvals to favourable interest rates.

Concierge.

Through our preferred affiliates across the UAE and internationally, we are able to 

assist with the most exhaustive and intimate of requests for our clients with an 

end-to-end premium concierge and lifestyle management service.
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How we are different?
Through our preferred affiliates across the UAE and internationally, we are able to assist with the 

most exhaustive and intimate of requests for our clients with an end-to-end premium concierge 

and lifestyle management service.

At NHD Real Estate, we pride ourselves on being distinctly different from the rest. Our passion for 

excellence drives us to challenge the status quo and redefine the real estate landscape in Dubai.

Unparalleled Personalization: We believe in the power of personalization. Each client is unique, 

and we treat their real estate journey with the utmost care and attention. Our bespoke solutions 

cater to individual preferences and aspirations, ensuring that every property experience is tailored 

to perfection.

Visionary Approach: In a city known for its visionary architecture, our approach to real estate is 

equally visionary. We curate extraordinary properties that epitomize luxury living, from exclusive wa-

terfront homes to awe-inspiring penthouses. Our commitment to crafting exceptional experiences 

extends beyond the transactional, leaving a lasting impact on our clients’ lives.

Integrity and Transparency: Integrity and transparency are the cornerstones of our business. We 

foster trust by maintaining open communication, ethical practices, and complete transparency 

throughout the real estate process. Our clients can rely on us to guide them with honesty and ded-

ication.

Innovation Redefined: Innovation is at the heart of our success. Embracing cutting-edge technol-

ogy and data-driven insights, we revolutionize the real estate journey, making it seamless and effi-

cient for buyers, sellers, and investors alike. Our forward-thinking approach sets us apart, empow-

ering our clients with the tools and knowledge they need to make informed decisions.

Join us at NHD Real Estate, where innovation, personalization, and integrity come together to ele-

vate your real estate experience. Discover the difference that sets us apart as we lead you on a jour-

ney towards your dreams of extraordinary living in Dubai.

Your Vision. Our Expertise. Elevated Real Estate with NHD Real Estate
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Our Team & Services.

At NHD Real Estate, we take pride in being your 

dedicated partner on your journey to finding your 

dream property in the bustling city of Dubai. Our 

experienced and passionate team is committed 

to delivering exceptional service and personalized 

attention to every client, ensuring that your real 

estate needs are met with utmost professional-

ism and care.

Meet Our Expert Team - Our team comprises sea-

soned real estate professionals who boast an in-

depth knowledge of Dubai’s ever-evolving proper-

ty market. We understand that buying or selling a 

property can be a life-changing decision, and that’s 

why we go the extra mile to guide you through 

the process with transparency and expertise. From 

seasoned investors to first-time buyers, our team 

has successfully catered to diverse clientele, mak-

ing us a trusted name in the industry. 

Our Comprehensive Services - We offer a comprehensive range of real estate services tailored 

to meet your unique requirements, ensuring a seamless and stress-free experience from start 

to finish. Whether you are searching for a luxurious waterfront apartment in Dubai Marina, an 

elegant villa in Arabian Ranches, or a prime commercial space in Downtown Dubai, we have a 

diverse portfolio of properties to suit your preferences and budget.

Nitin Bhargava
CEO

“Unlocking Your Real Estate Dreams in Dubai”

“ Welcome to the epitome of
luxury living in Dubai

– where dreams become
addresses.”
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Thank you for exploring our company profile. At NHD Real Estate, we are your key to unlocking a world 

of extraordinary real estate opportunities in Dubai. Our dedicated team is committed to making your 

dreams a reality, guiding you towards unparalleled living experiences and lucrative investments.

Stay connected with us on social media! Find us at @nhdrealestate &

join our vibrant community of real estate enthusiasts.

Your Vision, Our Expertise. Unlock Your Dreams with NHD Real Estate

Office 2302, XL Tower, Business Bay, Dubai - United Arab Emirates

Mail: hello@nhd.ae | Phone: +971(0) 4 56 54 098 | Website: www.nhd.ae


